Across
2. The job looked down on 
4. Where Jonas's dad woks 
6. What is the name of the first ceremony you have? 
10. Jonas's sister 
11. The treatment for Stirrings 
12. The age when children get to become a volunteer 
13. The age you get your bike 
15. Lily can never keep these tied 
17. What scared the citizens at the start of the book 
18. The age you get a front buttoned jacket 
19. Where a family lives 
20. The forbidden word, a word kids can not use jokingly 

Down
1. Jonas's best friend 
3. The baby who lives with Jonas's family unit 
5. What you have to do if you are late 
7. Where Jonas's dream occurs 
8. The girl Jonas dreams about 
9. the protagonist 
14. What Jonas stole from the recreation center 
16. Where do Stirrings take place?